In this paper we present some extended results of [4, 5] in the context of J S -normal and J S -unitary polynomial matrices.
Introduction
The concept of J S -normal matrices was introduced and proved various results in [1] [2] [3] . In this paper, our intension is to define polynomial J S -normal matrix and polynomial J Sunitary matrix. Some properties about these matrices are discussed. Theorem 2.9. If U ∈ M n is J S -unitary then it is diagonalizable. Definition 2.10. A Polynomial matrix is a matrix whose elements are polynomials. 
Polynomial J S -normal Matrices
where A 0 , A 1 and A 2 are J S -normal matrices. Proof. Let A(λ ) = A 0 + A 1 λ + · · · + A n λ n and B(λ ) = B 0 + B 1 λ + · · · + B n λ n be polynomial. J S -normal matrices, A 0 , A 1 , . . ., A n and B 0 , B 1 ,. . . , B n are J S -normal matrices. And also given
Here each coefficient of λ and constants term are equal. (i.e), Proof. Suppose A(λ ) is polynomial J S -normal matrix and
pre multiply by U(λ )and post multiply by U(λ ) # , we get Proof. Let U(λ ) = A 0 + A 1 λ + A 2 λ 2 + · · · + A n λ n be polynomial matrix. Here A s i are J S -unitary matrices.
Polynomial Unitary Matrices
Similarly we can prove the converse. Proof. We know that hermitian matrix with A # A = A 2 = AA # is normal. In polynomial hermitian matrix we have all the coefficient matrices are hermitian. By our hypothesis we have coefficient matrices satisfy the condition A # A = A 2 = AA # . Now we get all the coefficient matrices areJ S -normal. Hence the theorem.
Conclusion
In this paper some of the property of polynomial J Snormal matrices, polynomial J S -unitary matrices and polynomial J S -hermitian matrices are derived.
